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“Conspiracy Theory?” 

Ephesians 6:12 For we do not wrestle against flesh and 

blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against 
the cosmic powers over this present darkness, against the 
spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places. 

Ours, right now, today, is an ongoing war of good vs. evil, light vs. dark, spirituality vs. 

demonism and the war is fought in plain sight but without obvious bloodshed, without bullets 

and bombs, and without protest. It is conquest from within not invasions from without. And, like 

the proverbial frog in the pot of water it is done slowly, incrementally, and over long periods of 

time so that the frog does not notice his fate until it is too late, and in many cases, over many 

generations. And, just as it is written in George Orwell’s dystopian novel,1984, ‘He who controls 

the past controls the future. He who controls the present controls the past’  just look to the sky 

above your head for your proof. For this is an insurgency at best or coup d'état at the least. 

 
For anyone born after about 1980 the sky you see daily looks normal to you. However, in the 
mid 1990’s they (the unseen enemy) began Chem-trailing. Note the spelling. Most people think 
they are seeing contrails when they look up and not Chem-trails  because they don’t know the 
difference. Yet, what they are really seeing is Chemical trails made up of cancer causing heavy 
metals i.e. Aluminum, Barium, and Thorium none of which are good for you, or the environment. 
Contrails (condensation trails) are rarely seen these days as the jet airplane engines have 
evolved over the years to higher efficiency turbofans which do not produce contrails (watch 
video in link above). But, even if you are seeing a real condensation trail you will know if it is real 
or not if it dissipates in just a few minutes. In a real contrail the water vapor produced during the 
combustion process crystalizes into ice particles due to the extreme cold air at high altitudes. 
Shortly thereafter through a process called sublimation the ice evaporates into vapor without 
ever becoming a water droplet, and thereby disappears from sight.  Chem-trails do not dissipate 
or sublimate; they spread out like a drop of oil floating on the water does, and it will leave a 
metallic sheen in the sky for many hours and sometimes days after the chem-trails have 
disappeared. And, if you ask the question ‘why?’ two things will happen immediately; one denial, 
and two dismissal. Whoever the “Why” question is asked to will simply say, “Ohh, you mean that 
far right wing Conspiracy theory?” And it is stated in such a way that it is kind of like how the 
word “racism” is used today to silence anyone with a different opinion from that of the main 
stream, and once accused, you cannot defend yourself, and so you say nothing. The 
government, the military, the main stream news media, your Congressman will all deny that 
Chem-trails exist yet there they are in plain sight every day. Two of my kids were both born later 
than 1985 and so neither have ever seen a clear blue sky without metallic particles in it. But I 
have, which is why I am doing this. When I look up I see the poisons in the atmosphere, and 
when I point it out to others I just get scoffed at and branded a conspiracy nut job because it 
would be on the “News” if it were true. So, like Orwell says, ‘He who controls the past controls 

the future. He who controls the present controls the past’. They have rewritten our history to 
support their lies. I will explain the “why” and how they get away with it, shortly. 
 
Why are they doing it? Weather manipulation and HAARP for one, but always follow the money 
for the full picture. The NWO claim is that “Global Warming” and the melting of the polar ice-
caps, which is also a made up lie, will destroy the world and so we must prevent it by raising 
taxes. Funny how by raising taxes it solves all problems. So with HAARP they can make bigger 
hurricanes, more fierce tornados, cause droughts in California and cause floods in the Midwest, 
and blame it all on global warming and brainwash the youth into believing it. And who, by the 
way, was the spokesperson for Global Warming and the NWO back in the day? I believe it was 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Ephesians+6%3A12&version=ESV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3z1B_skc64&list=PLzPFC1WZFn1FXCdoF4kkzcdfBH7U1xej4&index=2&t=129s
https://www.cancerwisdom.net/what-are-chemtrails/
http://fallofamerica2020.com/weather-manipulation-haarp/4592024880
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another corrupt politician, Al Gore, former VP during the Bill Clinton administration, and the 
same guy who lost to George W Bush due to ‘hanging-chads’ back in the ‘2000 Presidential 
election. Global Warming was his concession prize for getting bent over by the Bush family 
(George HW being highly connected to the CIA as he once headed it; and he was therefore a 
very dangerous man) and being forced to concede an election when in fact he probably won it. 
Global Warming was his payola money train and another brilliant Deep State plot and made up 
scam to enforce carbon credits (higher taxes) in order to save us from those evil ‘Fossil Fuels’, 
another scam they created back around 1870. And now we have this Greta Thunberg waif 
preaching climate change when she is but a brainwashed child who is barely bright enough to 
get her message across but praised by her Global Warming advocates who are also barely 
bright enough to communicate their message, and usually don’t, reverting instead to using 
chants like, “Hey hey, hey ho” to signal their message to the masses, and that gets covered 
more on the mainstream news than something like  Uranium 1  does, and in fact Uranium 1 is 
swept under the rug like so may other corrupt matters are. That is why all these scientists claim 
that global warming is real; they are all on the payola gravy train with grant money just like Al 
Gore was. Apparently, Greta is cheaper than Gore since Gore pretty much stepped back into 
the shadows these past years. Any scientist that says otherwise, who contradicts the Global 
Warming narrative gets no grant money. See how it works? So, HAARP and weather 
manipulation are part of a much bigger agenda and it has nothing to do with politics, it has to do 
with corruption. 
 
Check out abiotic oil as it paints a different picture than what the accepted narrative does. John 
D Rockefeller, founder of Standard Oil in 1870, coined the term fossil fuels at some Paris Trade 
show way back when because the word ‘fossil’ implied a limited supply; and therefore if it was 
limited, he could justify raising the price on a barrel of oil because it was soon to run out. 
Hydrocarbons, which are the real terminology for coil, oil, and methane (not fossil fuel), are 
abundant in outer space throughout the universe. There are literally oceans of hydrocarbons 
rolling around at the surface on places like Titan, Saturn’s massive moon. I don’t think any 
dinosaur ever lived in outer space much less on Titan. The term “Fossil Fuel” is just another 
clever scam run on us by the global elite to make us throw more money their way; and by the 
way, every kid in grade school is lied to about both fossil fuels and global warming in our public 
education system, and then they believe this lie their entire life because they were taught about 
it in school by someone they trusted. Just like they are taught about Darwin and evolution in 
school, as if this theory is gospel, when in fact it’s just the opposite of gospel, and it too is just 
another bold faced lie to fill an agenda, just follow the money and it all makes sense. But, I will 
save that topic for later as it requires more than just a few words.  
 
The long and short is if you are taught something by someone you trust especially when you are 
young, you will never question it. That is why we are having riots right now. Kids are being 
taught in our public school systems that all whites are racist and that whites have privilege when 
in fact it is completely the opposite. More black people are racist than white folk are because 
they are trained to be racists by school teachers and by the Democratic party because the 
democrats need the black vote for their existence, and the school teachers need the Democrats 
to keep funding programs that they benefit from. And affirmative action laws still gives an 
advantage to minorities over that of white people especially that of white men who get no 
favoritism at all from any quarter. Women are told that they don’t get equal pay for equal work 
when in fact they do, and that they don’t need a husband, and that they can do whatever a man 
can; another bold face lie made up to meet the needs of an agenda to fracture the traditional 
family unit and to keep women and children dependent on government and government 
services. Many women buy into this Feminism trap and when they find themselves in their 
forties or later, childless, and without a husband they can’t explain the emptiness that they feel 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bush_v._Gore
https://www.nationalreview.com/2017/10/uranium-one-deal-obama-administration-doj-hillary-clinton-racketeering/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gTAX0fc0z8
https://www.planetsforkids.org/titan.html
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inside because it was all a lie in the first place but no one will admit it! Women were meant to be 
mothers and wives and men were meant to be fathers and husbands. It’s that simple just like 
there are only two genders; male and female. But no, instead we have to listen to a small 
fractional minority of people and let them dictate their lack of morality on everyone else. 
  
For them, for the elite, to stay in power they need to keep us weak. One way to keep us weak is 
to keeps us divided. Break up the traditional family unit and remove the father matriarchy and 
replace it with a government subsidy. Make being a single parent “normal” and encourage 
divorce by favoring women in all circumstances in Family Courts and by burdening the ex-
husband with so much financial load that he cannot afford to take his kids on vacation much 
less see them on a regular basis because he is too busy working to pay child support and 
everything else. Get the man out of the family unit as much as possible so that the kids can 
blame themselves for their parents breaking up, and so the wife can be pitted against the 
husband and vice versa in every family matter. Who loses? The kids do and then “We the 
People” lose another generation of free thinkers to another generation of zombies that play 
video games all day long and watch “Walking Dead” movies at night. Let’s push the LGBT 
agenda and tell little kids they can be whatever sex they want to be while they are still kids and 
when they should not even be thinking about sex; and tell all little boys that being a boy is not as 
good as being a girl. Bring transsexuals into schools to show kids how wonderful it is to change 
what God meant you to be into something abhorrent to God so that they can be politically 
correct about it. Normalize pedophilia and sexualize kids and remove God from everything and 
everywhere possible so that every child who believes in Jesus can have an excuse not to.   
 
Another way the elites control us is to keep us in debt, and poor. Poor people don’t have the 
resources to fight back. They can’t arm themselves with knowledge much less a gun because 
they work too many hours just to stay alive that they have no time to read a book or even 
comprehend why they are poor, and their only form of entertainment is watching TV, listening to 
pop music, and occasionally seeing a movie; perfect fodder for brain washing and MK Ultra. 
Ever wonder about school shootings and mass shootings? Do you really think young people are 
this evil and it is all due to violence on TV and video games? Do you really think they are willing 
to die for no reason at all? Or, are these shooters no more than patsies that are mind 
controlled? What’s the agenda with school and mass shootings? Isn’t it always about taking 
away the guns? Why is that so important to get our guns when far more people die in auto 
accidents every year? Do you think the criminals are going to give up their guns? More on the 
gun topic later. 
 
And, if you are in debt they, the elite own you. The elite know better than to piss of the middle 
class because the middle class do have guns and they have time to do research and time to 
think about things, unlike poor people. Instead, with the middle class they need to slowly 
weaken them through debt; more on this topic later. 
 
In 2017 three category 4 Hurricanes made landfall on North America, and California had the 
worst wildfire season in its history, and both have links to HAARP and never before in America’s 
history has there ever been so many weather related events in the same year. In the case of 
Hurricane Harvey for example the hurricane landed at Corpus Christie and headed inland 
towards San Antonio, seemed to have realized it was in the wrong place, backed up and went 
back out to sea, and then aimed itself at Houston and stalled there for days. Haarp is a directed 
energy weapon. It uses those chem-trail particles for electrical conductance to heat and charge 
the upper atmosphere. Air is not a good electrical conductor and so HAARP relies on those 
chem-trails to accomplish doing what it needs to do. In the case of wild fires in California, “How 
is it that cars can melt in driveways when trees that are only a few feet away are left 

https://www.history.com/topics/us-government/history-of-mk-ultra
https://trinfinity8.com/mkultra-what-i-learned-about-mind-control-from-clients/
https://trinfinity8.com/mkultra-what-i-learned-about-mind-control-from-clients/
https://weather.com/storms/hurricane/news/hurricane-maria-irma-harvey-three-united-states-category-4-landfalls
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2017_California_wildfires
https://lightonconspiracies.com/proof-california-fires-started-by-haarp/
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unscathed?” Check out this link for wildfires and HAARP in 2017. 2017 was Trumps first year in 
office and the Deep State threw everything they had at him to get him removed, but before you 
point your finger at politics behind all of it let me correct you. 

Most probably all politicians are puppets because they need money to run for re-
election. Whoever their big donors are they are beholding to, but it goes further than 
that, much further. If a politician can be corrupted past the usual expected corporate 
corruption they can then become a controllable and useful asset to the higher ups like 
George Soros and even nations that are enemies of the State. But, it goes even higher 
than that. If you are rich beyond imagination what is it you desire the most? The answer 
is always more power and more control. One World Government is total power and total 
control.  

What happens if you own a company that makes a product, pharmaceuticals for 
example, and you have no competition? What happens to the price of the product and 
probably the quality as well? How do make it appear that you are not a monopoly? 
Perhaps you create another company with another name and call it competition? With 
Congress it is the same thing. There is no competition just different parties with different 
names owned by the same puppet masters. And look what you get when there is no 
real competition. You have Maxine Watters who can barely speak English, Shelia 
Jackson Lee who proudly wears a ‘Boy Lover” pendant, Nancy Pelosi who is as bad as 
Joe Biden is when it comes to mental acuity and people like these are in charge of 
running our country? But that is what you get when there are no term limits and there 
are no standards by which to live by and you have the main stream media in your 
pocket. Like with the pharmaceutical companies politicians can get away with anything. 

So the elites at least want to make politics look competitive to the voting public, to make 
it look like Democracy is working, so they install half Democrats and half Republicans 
with a smattering of Independents mixed in here and there to maintain the appearance 
that Democracy is being served; but they own all the players anyway, and “We the 
people” pay for it all. It’s a big show to make you think “We the people” have a say in 
things when we actually don’t. So, all these lies are about corruption and not about 
politics; and you and I are being hood-winked into believing we have a say in 
government when we don’t. 

When Trump got into office he wasn’t beholding to anyone. No one owned him because 
he self-financed his own campaign. On top of that he wasn’t on the “payola gravy train” 
like everyone else was, and so nobody trusted him, and he had this crazy idea that ‘We 
the people’ should have control over our own government. None of that fit in with the 
NWO agenda and accountability in government was something unheard of and 
completely unacceptable both past, present, and future. So, they burnt down half the 
state of California, flooded Houston, and caused billions in damage to Puerto Rica and 
the south east coast so they could bilk the American taxpayer once again through 
emergency relief funds, and at the same time make Trump look bad. Anytime you see 
millions and billion appropriated by government for anything; people are being paid off, 
money is being skimmed, and insiders are getting wealthy. So, it is not political what is 
going on in Washington, or in our State and City governments  is about corruption; and 

https://lightonconspiracies.com/proof-california-fires-started-by-haarp/
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both political parties are involved in the scam. But, it goes further than just corruption it 
goes into Satanic worship and Luciferianism; and with that comes the evil blood rituals 
that date back eons. Most of you reading this probably just raised your eyebrows a little 
and are thinking to yourself, “Tin foil conspiracy theory?” But hang in here with me 
because it is all coming to light right now anyway, and that is why what is happening is 
called, “The Great Awakening.” 

So where did the expression, “Conspiracy theory” come from? Bluntly put, the CIA 
invented it after the JFK assassination to quell any outside inquiries beyond the 
standard Lee Harvey Oswald single shooter cover-up story that the government made 
up, and to squash the notion that others might be involved in the shooting, which there 
were, but which the government denied. It worked so well that it became the industry 
standard for shutting people up by simply dismissing them. It is a technique used when 
someone doesn’t want to discuss something. They always use this tactic and it always 
works; just like calling someone racists always shuts them up. They look down their 
nose at you with that dismissive and condescending look they have long practiced, and 
say, “Oh, you mean that far right wing conspiracy theory?” And of course when they do 
this you have just been dismissed. It is a tactic people who cannot debate or cannot 
think logically, use frequently.  

For example a conversation came up a few days ago on a neighborhood chat board 
about face masks and when will we be able to stop wearing them as Covid 19 now 
seems to be winding down, and the mandatory mask program and social distancing 
program was supposed to last only for a few weeks initially anyway? Simple, a non-
political question, and a question made by someone who is forced by law, and by her 
employer, to wear a face mask for ten hours a day. I could not believe the fear people 
expressed about this in the replies they made about Covid 19. I didn’t want to say 
anything too extreme because the censorship hawks are all over this particular web-site 
and I sometimes advertise my business on the site and I try not to be too controversial. 
But one would think from all the so called expert opinions voiced that people were 
literally dropping dead everywhere. I am a published author and I am fairly good at 
doing research and regarding the topics I will be posting here, I have been researching 
them for over ten years. I won’t say I know everything but when you hear about 
something from a number of different sources and you find yourself being attacked 
anytime you mention a topic, like some of the topics I have mentioned already, it means 
you are over the target and it is highly probable that it is true.  

But, on my own site I will tell you the truth as I see it, and I will say this right now, ”You 
are being lied to!” The mainstream media is lying to you. Your government officials are 
lying to you. All the doctors are lying to you, and you are living in fear for no real reason. 
Yes, there is a virus called Covid 19, or the China virus, or the Corona virus. Yes, it is 
real, and people have died from it. For anyone who caught the virus and came through 
it I want to congratulate you. For someone who lost a loved one you have my sincerest 
condolences. And, for those of you who have been lied to please remember this; most 
times people do not know that they are lying to you because someone else told them it 
was true, just like the school child being misinformed by a school teacher who was 
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taught a lie by someone else when he or she was just a student, and they just pass it on 
unknowingly. But the fact is it is a lie and there is an agenda behind it, and these people 
don’t give damn about you or me; even the doctors don’t, most don’t anyway. This 
agenda means literally life or death to some, mostly to corrupt politicians and elites, or it 
means financial ruin to those that don’t follow the agenda because the elites will destroy 
them if they don’t play along. The Covid 19 pandemic has been hijacked by some very 
powerful people to keep themselves out of jail. 

But, here are some things about Covid 19 that I believe are true or at least warrant more 
research on. I am going to find links to support my claims; but I am not looking for “the 
perfect one and only link” that proves beyond a shadow of doubt that what I say is true 
as the enemy is taking down the links as fast as people are posting them. My links are 
just a starting point. So do your own research. 

1. Covid 19 is survivable and there are treatments, cures, and prophylactics for it. 
You just won’t hear about it from the mainstream media because there is an 
agenda at play here and it is political. I will explain this in a minute. 

2. The fatality rate is low for most of you. If my math is correct less than 2%. Elderly 
people especially with pre-existing conditions are those that are the highest at 
risk. 

3. They are fudging the numbers to make it look worse than it is. People dying of 
influenza or pneumonia for example are being listed as Covid deaths when they 
are not. Again there is an agenda here, follow the money. 

4. Most the early high fatality numbers were from five states that went against the 
CDC guidelines and they exposed elderly people to infected Covid patients by 
admitting them into nursing homes despite the fact there was an excess of 
hospital beds available. Another agenda, follow the money. 

5. Face masks and social distancing do little to protect you but may prevent you 
from spreading the virus to others. Prophylactics like zinc, vitamin C, and 
possibly Hydroxychloroquine, and a strong immune system is the best method 
for not getting ill.  

6. Mandatory face masks are a control mechanism to see how far we can be 
pushed before we push back. 

To sum up Covid 19: Since when do we ever test for a virus before we become 
symptomatic? Since when do we hype the infection rate and ignore the fatality rate? 
Since when do we lock down an economy and quarantine a healthy population and at 
the same time prevent proven medications from being dispensed like 
Hydroxychloroquine that can prevent the spread of the disease? Since when can we 
gather at a Walmart or Home Depot but we get arrested if we go to church? We are 
being told to wear face masks and social distance unless we are protesting or the 
gathering is political. So why the exception? These are all red flags that should make 
you wary of the agenda being pushed especially considering the fact people are not 
dropping dead on the streets and sidewalks of our nation. Keep in mind that every year 
we go through a cold and flu season and people sometimes die. Are the normal flu 
season numbers that average about 30,000 every year being added in with the Covid 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_PdVFslBmWw
https://www.bitchute.com/video/RZZq705LICbf/
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#cases
https://canadafreepress.com/article/the-cdc-confesses-to-lying-about-covid-19-death-numbers
https://www.facebook.com/DailyCaller/videos/943379122771107/
https://www.livescience.com/are-face-masks-effective-reducing-coronavirus-spread.html
https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/worse-covid-19-flu-killed-80000-americans-last-year-145592
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/burden/past-seasons.html
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/burden/past-seasons.html
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19 numbers? I don’t know but I would be wary because there is an agenda and I will be 
getting into that next. 

OK, so now it is time to shock some people. I mentioned in #1 above that there is an 
agenda and it is political. What if I told you we are fighting a hot war right now and 
soldiers are dying as we speak? What if I told you that military operations have been 
underway since the beginning of the year, possibly sooner, and that tanks are stationed 
and prepped near the southern border in both Texas and California, in the event of a 
hostile invasion coming from Mexico? What if I told you we have Aircraft carriers and 
support ships in the Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean, and East Pacific right now running hot 
sorties in South America? What if I told you that a hot war is being fought right now 
below ground in Deep Underground Military Bases (DUMBS) and other tunnels? What if 
I told you this all has to do with human and child trafficking? If you are ready now to 
learn more…then down the rabbit hole we go. 

Do you believe in God? Do you believe in Satan? If you believe in God you know we 

were created in his likeness. If God the Father considered us as his most treasured 

creation who would Satan want to corrupt the most? What does Satan do best at? If you 

were a highly motivated newbie to Hollywood and you wanted to be a very high paid 

movie star celebrity what would be the quickest way to fame and fortune for you? Would 

you worship Satan for it? What’s the worst sin a man can commit against God?  

But whoever causes one of these little ones who believe in me to sin, it would be 

better for him to have a great millstone fastened around his neck and to be 

drowned in the depth of the sea. | Matthew 18:6  

Luke 17:2 - It were better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, 

and he cast into the sea, than that he should offend one of these little ones. 

Would child rape, torture, and sacrifice constitute a crime against both God and Humanity? If 

you were a Politician what is the worst crime you could commit in the eyes of the public? If you 

were one of the power elites and you wanted complete control over a high ranking politician 

such as a President, VP, Speaker of the House what is the worst crime you could hold over 

them? If the Hollywood celebrities are currently being arrested for pedophilia right now, as a 

corrupt Politician who do you think will be next? The only way the PAIN stops is if Trump does 

not get re-elected. Trump is the one who signed the executive order to go after Human 

Traffickers. Russian collusion failed, impeachment failed, multiple assassination attempts have 

failed, what next? Perhaps a Pandemic will do the trick? Would a Pandemic lockdown cause the 

economy to crash severely enough that the American people would turn on Trump? If enough 

people were out of work, losing their jobs and their homes would they blame Trump for all their 

woes? That is exactly the plan underway right now and even Republicans are in on it because 

they too are next to be arrested. After the politicians are taken down what about the fake news? 

What about corrupt judges and lawyers? The swamp runs deep in Washington DC and panic is 

rampant. There are three ways to corrupt and control a person: 

1. Bribery of various sorts which may include intimidation. 

2. Honey Pot or sexual deviancy. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8177475/US-deploy-anti-drug-ships-near-Venezuela.html
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2018/06/24/army-spending-half-billion-train-troops-fight-underground.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3rAzIAw5KE
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Y61HzoqQ36l2/
https://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/Luke-17-2/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVScwpN9mX4
https://www.bitchute.com/video/3539F6vaFhv3/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/president-donald-j-trump-taking-action-end-human-trafficking/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Yr5td5zg4YWw/
https://gab.com/StormIsUponUs
https://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net/profiles/blogs/arrests-and-executions-of-famous-people-2020-video-and-list
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3. Child rape, torture, and human sacrifice. 

These people are sick! 

Notes: The last link I provided “panic” I won’t endorse as it seems too farfetched for even me; 

though Angel Wallace does do a good job in her presentations and is quite credible. However, 

the topic is pretty wide spread on the internet and there are multiple sources for the story if you 

search for “Gitmo Arrest & Executions” and therefore deserves more research. What I did do 

myself is verify that all the non-A-list actors on this list had died from Corona virus. Search: 

name + Covid 19. Please do your own research. As this is a live document that can be edited 

later I am stopping here for now and I am going to post it. If you have any constructive 

comments my email address can be accessed off the web page. If all you want to do is preach 

hatred then get off my website and don’t waste my time; I won’t respond. This is being posted to 

help people overcome their fear and understand what has been going on for eons is now 

coming to an end, and this is just the tip of the iceberg. Following chapters will cover 

unbelievable topics including the CIA, Operation Mockingbird, JFK assassination, Central 

Banking, Federal Reserve, USA Corporation, and much much more. 


